October 24, 2018; 11am-12pm, SRB 2293-OSL Conf Rm

Attendees: Tamsin, Betsy, Han, Evan, Dwayne, Sarah, Zarah, Ryan, Tricia, Craig

Check-in

- Introductions (Name, Pronouns, Department, Favorite Halloween Movie)

Committee Participation

- Names and Pronouns in University Systems - Sarah Ross Elizalde
  - Aryn Amezcua, Brandon Whited, Han Koehle, Ryan George, Craig Leets (Lauren Gunther, Sam del Castillo)
- Gender-Inclusive Restrooms - Tricia Taylor and Dwayne Mosbey
  - Aryn Amezcua, Ryan George, Craig Leets
- Curriculum Updates - Han Co-Chair, Meet with Tamsin, and also Ezra
  - Aryn Amezcua, Tamsin German, Hikaru Ezra Mernin, Jack Rivas, Han Koehle, Lal Zimman
- Housing - Deejay Johnson
  - Mario Muñoz, Dwayne Mosbey
- Health Equity Initiative - Han Koehle
  - Hikaru Ezra Mernin, Shereen Barr, Tricia Taylor, Betsy Malear, Riley Denn, Craig Leets
- Cultural Programming/Training/Outreach - Han Koehle and Craig Leets
  - Brandon Whited, Katherine Abad, Zarah Ersoff, Tamsin German, Jack Rivas, Evan Fern, Tricia Taylor

Sub-committee Updates

- Names and Pronouns in University Systems - Sarah Ross Elizalde
  - Updates
    - Waiting on ETS to determine timeline
    - Katie Menkins is the Project Manager for Identity Services
    - Waiting on availability and timeline for adding Pronoun field to Identity
    - Currently mapping system
    - Craig contact departments re: availability for PNs and Preferred Name
    - Possible collection of Pronoun data in Winter Term with rollout in Spring Term
  - Upcoming Meeting
    - Met on October 24th earlier in the day before this meeting
    - Next meeting the 3rd week of November
● Gender-Inclusive Restrooms - Tricia Taylor and Co-Chair
  ○ Updates
    ■ Dwayne coordinating a Gender Inclusive Restroom walk to survey all GIRRs on campus
    ■ Dwayne seeking support from graphic design on campus for map with GIRRs indicated by building
    ■ Craig will forward Ben’s email to Tricia and Dwayne
  ○ Upcoming Meeting
    ■ TBA
● Curriculum Updates - Han Co-Chair, Meet with Tamsin, and also Ezra
  ○ Updates
    ■ Tania Israel re: SOC152A
    ■ Han will look for notes from last meeting
    ■ CARE representative - Lauren?
  ○ Upcoming Meeting
    ■ Tamsin, Han, and possible Ezra meeting re: last subcommittee meeting
    ■ Additional meeting to be scheduled after this meeting?
● Housing - Deejay Johnson
  ○ Updates
  ○ Upcoming Meeting
● Health Equity Initiative - Han Koehle
  ○ Updates
    ■ Drafted Non-Discrimination Statement for SHS and CAPS
    ■ Meeting with Campus Council to have them review Statement
  ○ Upcoming Meeting
    ■ November 7, 2018
● Cultural Programming/Training/Outreach
  ○ Updates
    ■ Designated to exist early in the Name and Pronouns process to partner this content with the technology updates
    ■ What content does the campus need when the technology is updated?
  ○ Upcoming Meeting
    ■ Going to schedule a meeting
● Additional Committees?
  ○ Recreation/Sports/Exercise/Nutrition/Disordered Eating?
    ■ Interested folks: Riley, Aryn, Dwayne, Han, Zarah, Betsy
    ■ Connection to Cultural Programming subcommittee?
  ○ Social Component of TTF?
    ■ Possible Audiences: Trans Social Group (primarily undergrads?), Grads?, Faculty and Staff?
    ■ Open vs. closed groups? Limited to students v. open to whomever?
    ■ Signal Boost for current groups and initiatives? And/or creating new spaces/events?
Community Orgs: SBTAN, PPF, Lisa’s Place

Connecting it to the Cultural Programming subcommittee?

Next Meeting

- Wednesday, November 28, 2018, from 11:00am-12:30pm in SRB 1103
- Discuss recruitment strategies for increasing Trans Task Force membership
  - Han suggested sharing TTF Meeting Minutes on the RCSGD Facebook page after each meeting and using the posts to invite interested folks to the next meeting